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Submitted by G. Leitmann 
A system of nonlinear car-following equations with random delay times is 
considered. Conditions which ensure a safe response (according to a natural safety 
criterion) are given. 
INTRODUCTION 
When a car follows another, its acceleration is influenced by the relative 
velocity, the headway between the two cars and characteristics of the driver. 
Experiments have shown [ 1 ] that this phenomenon can be described by the 
system of nonlinear delay differential equations 
i,(t) = Iz, 
I 
i()(t - 71) - i,(t - 7,) 
x,t - 5*) - x,(t - 71) I 
(1) 
qJ,(t) = 1, I 
i,- ,(t - tn) - a,@ - 7,) 
I X,-*(t-7,)-xX,(f-75,) ’ 
where x0 is the position of the leader and xi is the position, pi is the 
sensitivity and 7f is the reaction time of the ith follower (i = 1, 2,..., n). This 
system has also been applied to automated flow [2] and flows of cars and 
buses [3]. More general car-following equations have been studied [4]. 
In [ 1 ] and in most of the previous works the delay time tl has been taken 
to be a positive constant. Lee [5 ] has generalized this for the linear model by 
assuming that the response of a driver depends continuously on time and 
history of the relative speed. In [6], ti was considered to be a random 
variable for a special case n = 1. 
To simplify the notation in this paper we consider system I for n = 2, a 
leader and two followers. However, all the results in this paper can be 
extended to the case with a finite number of followers. 
We consider system I (n = 2), where ri, Z r are random variables. Since the 
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reaction time of each driver is independent of the other drivers we assume 
that z,, r2 are mutually independent random variables. Moreover we assume 
that the ti(w), i = 1,2, have the same distribution function defined on the 
sample space $2 (e.g., all possible drivers). We characterize ri(w), i = 1,2, by 
its distribution function S(c) which can be approximated to any degree of 
accuracy 171 by statistical methods from experimental samples such as 
in [S]. 
In particular we consider the following traflic problem: 
A leader and the followers are travelling at the same velocity U, (u, > 0) at 
the headways /+,, between the leader and the first follower and h,,, between 
the first follower and the second when the leader begins changing his velocity 
to a non-negative value u, (u, > up). We seek conditions which ensure that 
the reaction of the followers would be “safe.” In [6] the reaction of the 
followers is defined to be safe if the leader and the followers never meet (i.e., 
a rear collision is avoided). In this paper we generalize the criteria of 
reaction safety to be: 
(al) A rear collision is avoided. 
(a2) The headways eventually approach positive limit value. 
(a3) The accelarations of the followers remain bounded. 
In this paper we prove that for given probabilities pi, pz we can find 
values h,,, , hllZ such that there exists a “safe” solution with least probabilities 
Pl f P2. 
The conditions we obtain to ensure a safe solution are different from those 
obtained in [6] for a simpler problem with the simpler definition of “safe.” 
A significant feature of the present approach is that this model is more 
realistic than the deterministic model since the standard deviation of ri(w), 
i = 1, 2, is not generally negligible (see [8, p. 911) For the case when it is 
negligible we prove that one can use the deterministic model. 
1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
We consider the system of nonlinear delay differential equations 
a,(t) = A1 
I 
a& - 5,) - i,(t - 7,) 
I x,(t-rt,)-xx,@-r,) ’ 
t> r1, 
(1) 
Z,(t) = A, 
I 
i,(t - r2) - i(t - z2) 
I xl(t-rt,)-xx,(t-rr,) ’ 
t > t, + 52, 
where x0 is the position of the leader and xi, i = I, 2, are the positions of the 
followers. Here A,, 2, are positive constants and ti, r2 are mutualty 
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independent random variables with a common distribution function 9’. The 
continuous function x,(t) is a known deterministic function and therefore the 
quantity x,(t - t,) is a random variable [ 71. The functions x,(t - ri), i = 1,2, 
are also random variables as shown in [6]. The derivatives of the random 
variables ii(t) (i = 0, 1,2) are defined in the sense of a.e. convergence [6]. In 
view of the above, system (1) takes the following stochastic form 
For fixed f the first equation of system (2) holds for the set A,(t), and the 
second for A&), where 
A,(t) = {w 17,(w) < tl, 40 = {w I 7,(W) + 7*(w) < 4. (3) 
Hence system (2) holds with the probabilities P(A,(t)), P(A,(t)), where 
P(A l(O) = s(r), WW)) = P= + 3(t). 
Here 9 * 9 is the convolution of 2 times 9 [9, p. 1421. 
Introducing the headway functions 
h& w) = x0(t) - x,(r, w), 
hdf, w) =x,(6 w) -x,0, w) 
into (2) we obtain the more convenient form 
&,(t, w) = -/I, L(t - 7,(w), 4 
h3,tt - 7,(w), WI 
+ $(Q wEA,( 
li,,(t, w) = - I, h’n(f - 7*(wh w) + f tt w) 
h,&- 7*(w), w) ’ ’ ’ 
w E A,(t). 
We impose the following initial conditions. 
h,,(O, w) = hoi, h,,(7,(w), w) = b2, 
h’,,o, w) =%3(t) - ur, q(w) 2 l> 0, 
h’,,(t, w) = qt, w) - UI, 71(w) < f < 71(w) + 72(W)* 
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H2. f’“, &(t) = u,, e 
H3. u, > u,, 
H4. &(t) > u, and .-i!,(t) < 0 for all t 2 0. 
These conditions correspond to a motion in which for t < 0 the leader and 
the followers travel with the velocity u, with headway h,,,, > 0, h,,, > 0. For 
t > 0 the leader changes his velocity monotonically from the initial value u, 
to a final value UF. 
We seek conditions which will ensure with probability 1 that the h,,(t, wj, 
hi& w) tend monotonically to some positive value hFO1, h ast+co. F,z 
One obtains a system of first order differential equations by integrating 
Eq. (4a) from r,(w) to t and using (5a), (Sb) and integrating Eq. (4b) from 
rr(w) + r*(w) to t using (5c), 
h’,,(r, w) = 4, log ho,@ - *1(w), WI 
h 1 + .4)(f) - u, 3 w E A ,W, (6a) IO’ 
h,*(t, w) = -A, log h,Af - *2(w), w> 
h I 
+ i,(t, w) - UI, w E A &). (6b) 
1’2 
Since the leader velocity i,,(t) (cf. H2) approaches a limit as t --) 00 we 
expect that h,,,(t, w) will also. If we further assume that zi,(t, w) approaches a
limit so will h12(t, w). Under these assumptions the following lemma gives 
their values. 
LEMMA 1. Assume that lim,,, i,(t, w) = u, with probability 1. Zf the 
solutions h,,(r, w), h& w) of (5) and (6) approach limits hFO,, hF12, respec- 
tively, with probability 1, then 
UP--UZ 
hp, = h,,, exp T , 1 1 1 
ProoJ: As t -+ co Eqs. (6a), (6b) hold with probability 1. By the 
hypotheses we have 
f’m, h,,(t, w) = h,o, > 
!iz h12(f, w) = hF12. + 
As t -+ co the expression t - ri(w), j = 1, 2, will approach infinity with 
probability 1. Hence ho& - T,(W), w> will approach h,,, and 
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h,*(t - Q(W), w) will approach h,,,. Therefore the right sides of (6a), (6b) 
approach a constant as l+ co; hence h’,,,(t, w) and &,(t, w) must approach 
that constant. If the constants were not zero, then h,,(t, w) and h,,(t, w) 
could not approach a finite limit as t + co. 
Thus in the limit (6) yields 
0 = -~*log[h,ol/h,l] t u, - u,, 
0 = -1, log[hFLJhp] + u, - u,, 
with probability 1, which gives the desired result. 
Our goal is to demonstrate the existence of a “safe,” accident-free solution 
of systems (5~(6). A “safe” solution h,,(t, w), h&t, w) of the systems 
(5)-(6) is one in which the following three conditions are met. 
1. A rear-end collision is avoided; that is, there exists m, M such that 
0 c m < h,,(t, w) < W O<m<h,,(t,w)<M. (84 
2. The headway eventually approaches a positive limit value, hFOI, 
h F12, say, 
fiz h,,(t, w) = hFOL, fiz h,,(t, w) = hF12 @b) --t 
with probability 1. 
3. The accelerations of the followers are bounded by a given value, A, 
If,@, w)l < 4 (Lqt, w)] <A. (8~) 
We seek conditions on the initial headways h,,,,, h,,* and i,,(t) such that a 
“safe” solution will exist with any preassigned probability. 
2. FORMULATION AS INTEGRAL EQUATION 
In order to obtain a “safe” solution of the system (5)-(6) it is convenient 
to consider the equivalent integral equation. 
We introduce the normalized headway functions 
ho,& w) - b 
&u(t,w)= h -h 
h,,(t, w) - hp 
3 g,&,W)= h -h 7 Pa) 
10’ FQ’ 1’2 F” 
the normalized velocities 
%(t) = 
&tt) - ‘F i,(t, w) - UF 
3 u _ * u,(t, w) = 
I F u,--UF ’ 
Pb) 
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and the parameters 





uI - UF 
v1 = h,,, - hFO,’ 
u, - UF 
” = h,,, - hFu’ 
Then system (6) takes the form 
(lob) 
&(t, w) = - z log/l + (e’l - 1) g,,(t - r,(w), w)] + vi u,(f), 
f > 5,(w), (1 la) 
g,*(t, w) = - v2 log]1 t (eu2 - 1) g,,(t - r2(w), w)] + 
P2 
v2 u l(& w), 
t > z,(w) t TV, (1 lb) 
with the initial equations 
&-tl(t, w) = ’ + 
x,(t) - x,(O) - u, * 1 
h _ h 3 (124 
10’ FO’ 
g (t w) = 1 + Xl@ WI - Xl(~I(W), w> - 0 - t,(w)> . UI 
I2 1 
h,,z - h,,, 
3 
51(w) < t < t,(w) t 52(w). (1%) 
Equations (1 la) and (12a) are satisfied with probabilities P(A i(t)) and 
1 - P@,(t)), respectively, while Eqs. (1 lb) and (12b) are satisfied with 
probabilities P@,(t)) and P(A,(r))( 1 - P@,(t)), respectively. 
It is convenient o shift the initial interval for g,, to [0, t2]. To do this we 
set S(W) = t - r,(w) in (1 lb) and (5~) and let 
G12h w) = g,& + 71(w), ~1, 
Vl(l, w) = Ul(t + 51(w), w). 
The function G,, satisfies the initial value problem 
&(s(w), w) = -(v2 /I4 log[l + w2 - 1) Q(w> - T2(W), WI1 
+ v2 V,@(w), ), s(w) > ~2(W), (13a) 
d&(w), w) = v2 V,@(w), > - V2r 0 < s(w) 65(W). (13b) 
To convert (1 la), (12a), (13a) and (13b) into equivalent integral 
equations we use the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 2. Let k(t, w) satisfy the initial value problem 
k(t, w) = -vk(t - r(w), w), 
k(t) = 0, t < 0, 
k(0) = 1. 
I 
Then 




where K(w) = w(w) and T(w) is a vertical line in the complex z plane lying 
to the right of all the roots of the denominator in (15a). Moreover for the set 
C = {w: K(w) < e-‘} and for all 0 < a(w) < Izl(w)j there exists M > 0 such 
that 
(k(t, w)/ < Me-“(“‘)‘, t > 0, WI 
where z,(w) denotes the root with the smallest modulus of 
z+K(w)e-‘=O. (15c) 
We also have that in C 
k(t, w) > 0, t > 0. (154 
Proof Result (15a) is obtained from [lo]. Result (15b) follows from 
(Isa) and the fact that in C all the roots zi of (15~) have negative real part 
Re zi ( 0 for all i > 1 [lo]. Result (15d) is obtained from a nonoscillation 
theorem of Winston [ 12, Theorem 3.21. 
In the following we convert (lla), (12a) and (Ilb), (12b) into equivalent 
integral equations in the sets C, , C,, respectively, where 
C, = (w: rl(w) u, < e-l}, 
C2 = {w: r2(w) v2 < e-l}. 
(164 
(16b) 
LEMMA 3. Let w E C, . Then Eqs. (11 b), (12b) are equivalent to the 
integral equations 
G&(w). w) = MS(W) + Wh w) 
I 
S(W) 
+ v2 v,(u, w) kz(s(w) - 0, w) do 
0 
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S(W) 
+ v2 J 1 G,,@ - 72(wh w> 12(W) 
-$log[l +(e’*- l)G12(o-r2(w),w)! 
x Icz(s(w) - 0, w) da 
= F2(G12(4~), WI), s(w) > 52(w)* VW 
Let w E C, . Then Eqs. (1 la), (12a) are equivalent o the integral equation 
I 
T,(W) 





{go,@ - r,(w) - t', WI 
0 
-,u;’ log[ 1 + (e@I - 1) g,,(t - rl(W) - t’, w)] 1 
x k,(t/, w) dt' = F,(g,,(t, w)), t 2 r,(w)* (17b) 
Here k, and k, satisfy the initial value problem (14a), (14b) with v = v,, 
5 = z, and v = v, , z = z2, respectively. 
Proof. We remark that when t > e-’ (s(w) > e-l -r,(w)) Eq. (17a) 
holds with probability P(C,) and Eq. (17b) with probability P(C,). When 
t,(w) + z2(w) < t < e-l (z2(w) < s(w) < e-’ -TV) Eq. (17a) holds with 
probability 9(t), 9 c~,,$Y(C2). When r,(w) < t < e-’ Eq. (17b) holds with 
probability 9(t) < 9(C,). 
We rewrite Eqs. (1 la), (13a) as 
ko,(tv WI = -1 go,@ - z,(w), WI + VI{ go& - I,, w) -6 
. log[l + (e”l- 1 1 go,u - Tl(W, WI)1 + VOWI 
= ---VI go,@ - TV, w> + ~1 Q,(go,(t - r,(w), WI, t>, t > r,(w), 
(18a) 
~,~(s(w), w>= --v~G~zMw) - TV, W> + ~2iG12Mw) - 72(w), W> -K’ 
. log[l + W* - 1) d,,(s(w) - r2(w), w)] + v,(s(w), w)} 
= -v2 G,,Mw> - 52(w), w) + ~2 Qz(G,,s(w) - 52(w)), s(w)), 
s(w) > r2(w). (18b) 
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Now using Theorem 3.7 of (lo] Eqs. (18a) and (18b) yield 




+ Q,(g,,(t' - r,(w), t')) k,(l- t', w> dt', (18~) 
T,(W) 




+ Qz(G,,(u - r&v), 0)) W(w) - 0,~) &J. (184 
TZ(W) 
From (5) and (9)-(10) we have 
G2W)~ w) = “2 VlMW), w) - v2, 0 < s(w) < r,(w). (18f-l 
Inserting these into (18~) and (18d) and using (14a) for v = vi, r = r, and 
for v = v2, r = r2 we finally obtain the nonlinear integral equations (17a), 
(17b). 
To investigate the monotonicity of go,, G,, we differentiate (17a) and 
(17b) recalling that 
and in view of (14), we obtain 
euz- 1 1 
I--. 
P2 1 + (e’* - 1) G&w) - S&V), w) 1 
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I 
1 





e&t- 1 1 I--. 
0 PI l+(e@‘--l)g,,(t-f’-r,(w),w) 1 
. go,(t - t’ - 7,(w), w) kl(t’, w) dt’ 
= ~“l(kYOl? ~01)~ t > 7,(w). (19b) 
3. SAFE SOLUTION OF A PROBLEM:A LEADER AND ONE FOLLOWER 
Our goal in this section is to demonstrate the existence of a safe solution 
of the integral equation (17b) with initial condition (12a) for a sufficiently 
small perturbation of the leader’s velocity in the special case of a leader and 
one follower. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that H l-H4 are satisjied and 
HS. -A2e-aI(“)1 < co(t) < -A, e-alcw)‘q(t, w), t > 0, 
H6. 0 <A,+ < aI <A,, 
where q(t, w) = Ik eal(“‘jo k,(a, w) do. 
H7. Let pl, 0 ( p, < 1, and 8, 0 < B < 1, be given; let 
.9(t9eW’h,*o,/3,,) = p1 ; 
and let hIo, > h&. Then there exists a p: such that for all pl, 0 < p, < pT, 
there is a safe solution of (17b) and (12a) with probability at least p, . 
Discussion. The value of a, is the value considered in Lemma 2 in the 
case 7 = 7,) v = v1 (15b). Conditions H2-H4 and H5 imply that 
1 -AZ/a,(w) + (A,/a,(w)) e-crl(W)’ < v,(t) 
< 1 - (A,/a,(w))(t k,(t’, w)dt’ + (A,/a,(w)) . e-al(w)‘q(t, w). (20) 
0 
Condition H7 defines the relation between the given probability p, and the 
initial headway h,, > h$,, which is safe with probability at least p1 . 
Before we prove Theorem 1 we require the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. For w E C,, 
and 0 < a,(w) < a(w). (2 1) 
‘lO9/8 I : I IO 
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If v,,(t) satisfies H5-H6, then 
0 < v,(t) < zve-al(w)f. (22) 
Proof: According to (15b) - (15d) for r = ti, v = V, and w E C,, k, is 
an integrable function, and we can choose a with 0 < al(w) ( a(w) ( Izi(w)l 
and M, so that 
0 < k,(t, w) < M,e-“‘W”, t>o, WEC,. 
Here zi(w) denotes the root with the smallest modulus of (15~) for 
K(w) = V,?,(W). Consequently 






= W(4w) - al(w)) 
=M*, WE c,, 
yielding the desired result (21). 
Now we consider the second part of the lemma. From inequalities (20), 
(21) it is clear that H6 is necessary in order that H5 be compatible with our 
assumption H2 that vo(t)+ 0 as t--f co. Since from (21) one sees that for 
u,+O as t+ co, it is necessary 1 --AJo,( 0 and 1 -@,/a,(w)). 
1: kl(t’, w) dt’ > 0. From Lemma 2, (14a)-( 14b) for t = t, , v = V, , k = k,, 
we have lr k,(t’, w) dt’ = V; I, Now from H5-H6 and the above, it is clear 
that there exists an N > 0 such that 0 < u,(t) < Ne-aicw)‘, t > 0, yielding the 
desired result (22). 
Proof of Theorem 1. We consider w E C,. As a consequence, k,(t, w) 
satisfies (15b), (15d). 
From Lemma 1 we obtain 
where f@J is strictly increasing for pi > 0 and f(0) = 1. From (23) we see 
that C, defined in (16a) depends on ,~i, C, = C,@i), P, > 0. In particular C, 
contracts as p, increases. Moreover it is clear that there exists ,u, > 0 such 
that the set 
Ele= w: A’;:) (Be’/, 
1 
0<8< 1, 
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is contained in C,@l) for all P,, 0 <P, <,uu,(8). The value of p,(o) is given 
by the equation 1 - e-‘* = @, . 
We now use Eqs. (17b), (1%~) and (19b) to define a scheme of successive 
approximations: 
g,(t, w) = 0, t>o, 
gn, IO9 w> = ~l(kL(4 w)), t > r,(w), n > 0, (244 
g,-,(t, w>= 1 + v, 
I 
’ [v,(t’) - l] dt’, 0 < t < r,(w), n > 0, (24b) 
0 
The initial functions g n+ ,(t, w), 0 < t < z,(w), n > 0 are monotonic 
decreasing from (25b) and assumptions Hl-H4. From (12a) and 
assumptions Hl-H4 for w E El@, g,,+ , are positive functions. 
We shall show that if ,u, is small enough then all g,, it > 1, have the 
properties 
1 g,(t, w)l < D, eCalcw”, 
-Dze-W(W)t Q d,(t, w) < -D3e-al(w)‘$(t, w), t>r,(w), n> 1, Wb) 
where 
tf(t, w) = ji en1(wfo - k,(u, w) * q(t - 0, w) da. 
We show by induction that the g, satisfy (26a), (26b) for t > r,(w), w E Ele, 
and sufficiently small p, . 
For n= 1 we use Lemma2 (r=t,, v=v,, a=a,) (15d), to get 
k,(t + rl(w), w) < M,e-aI(w)rl(w)e-al(w)t =fie-mv”. 
Then (17b) and (22) yield 
1 g,(t, w)l < Mepnl(“‘)’ + v1 
I 
T’(W) v,(t - t’) k,(t’, w) dt’ 
0 
< &fe-“l’w” + u, 
I 
t 
u,(t’) k,(t - t’, w) dt’ 
0 
< tie-““““’ + u,N 
i 
t e-nicw)t’kl(t - t’, w) dt’. (274 
0 
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We consider p,, 0 (,u, <pu,(0), and therefore the set E,eCCI. For w E E,, 
consider Lemma 4 and from (27) we see that there exists an fir such that 
1 g&, w)l ,< A&e-(Y t > rl(w). W’b) 
Choosing D, > A?,, g, satisfies (26a). From (19b) and H5 
I dr(4 WI G Vl I Azepnl(“‘)“k,(t - t’, w) dt’, 0 
and from Lemma 4 
( gl(t, w)l ( v1AZM2e-n1(W)r, t > 7,(w), (28) 
or choosing 
we obtain 
D, > VIA,&, 
( gl(t, w)l ( DZe-dl(w)t, t > 71(w). 
From (19b) and H5 we also obtain 
’ il(1,w)6v,(-Al)~~e -alcw)r’kl(t - t’, w) q(t’, w) dt’ 
(29) 
< -D, e-“1”““q”(t, w) 
for D, 4 v,A,. From (27b), (28), (29) for w E E,, (0 < pul <k(e)), gr 
satisfies (26a), (26b). 
We now assume properties (26a), (26b) for g, and prove (26a), (26b) for 
gn+l* 
We shall use the inequality 
g-+-log[l+ (eL- l)g] 
This inequality is derived from the mean inequality for the function G(x), 
G(x)=x-(l/p)log[l +(e”- 1)x], 
G(g) = G(g) - G(O) = G’(r) g 
[ 
2”- 1 1 = I--. 1 O<r<g, P l+(e-1)r g’ 
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and the inequality 
L(u) = nll~ 1 C(r(w))( = lnl? 
e’ - 1 
1 - y- - 
1 
l+(e@-l)r * (31) 
Now we use inequality (30), Lemma 4 and the integral equation (17b) for 
w E E,, (0 < iul < ~u,te)), 
Q A, e-al(w)f + v, 
I 
f--r’fW) L@,) ( g,(t - T1(W) - t, w)l k&‘, w) dt’ 
0 
< fiile-cYr(W)f + q@,)D, 
I 
r-r1(w) e-ul(w)tf-?l(w)-f’) , k,(f, w) &’ 
0 
= fi, e-nl(w)f + v,L@,) D,eal(w)~I(w) 
I 
t-TlfW) 
e-~lw(f-~') . k*(t', w) &' 
0 
We obtain the first term of the right side exactly as in (27). Since L(O) = 0 
there exists pu,, 0 <pz <pi(B), such that for all 0 <p, <pz, 
( g,, ,(t, w)I < Dle-al(w)f. (32) 
Again using inequality (30), Lemma 4 and the integral equation (19b), we 
obtain 
< VIJg,fe-Qlw)t + “I 
I 
r-r1(w) UPI) I s,ct - f’ - r,(w), w)l k,(f, w> c-it 
0 
< (vIA,M, + v,Ujd,) ea1(w)r1(w)D2M2) e-nr(w)f. 
The first term of the right side is obtained exactly as in (28). In the last 
inequality we used Lemma 4. 
Since L(0) = 0 there exists 0 < p, < pu, such that for all pl, 0 < p1 < pu,, 
1 in+ I(r, w)l < DZe-al(w)r. Wa) 
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From the integral equation (19b), H5, (3 I) and Lemma 4 
I 
t i"+l(f,W)\<-hAl e-al'w'uq(a, w) k,(t - u, w) da 
0 
+ UIJQ$,) D, . 
I 
t-r’(w) e-d+w-t’-r,wN . kl&‘, w) &,, 
0 
Hence 
g”+,(f, w)< [+,A, + ~~L(h,)e~~(~)*~(~)] e-“l’“‘tfj(f,w). (33b) 
Since L(0) = 0 there exists ,u, < min@,,pu,) such that for all ~1,) 0 < p1 <r(lq, 
-D2e-n1(wu)’ < d,+l(t; w) < -D3e-a1(w)ttf(f, w) < 0. (33c) 
Hence for all pr, 0 < @I <I.,, the iterates g,, n >, 1, all satisfy (26a), (26b). 
From (26a), (26b) and (12a) it follows that g, are uniformly bounded for 
t > 0 and equicontinuous for c > 0, w E E,, and all ,ur , 0 < p1 ,< ,B~. The 
Arzela-Ascoli theorem implies the existence of a continuous limit function g 
to which a subsequence of the g,, denoted by g,,,, converges uniformly on 
every compact subset of [0, co). Hence g satisfies the integral equation (17b) 
and the initial condition (12a) as well as property (26a). 
Consider the subsequence g,. One can show by direct calculation and by 
the same method as before that 
) gn,(f, w)l Q M3 e-“@“, t > 2t,(w), n > 2, 
for all ,~r, 0 ( ,ul < ,u, , and w E E,, . Thus the subsequence forms an 
equicontinuous et. Therefore there exists a subsequence of the subsequence 
g,., denoted by g,,, , which converges to g. Hence g satisfies (26b). 
‘The function g from (26a), (26b) satisfies 
fim, g(t, w) = 0 + (344 
monotonically and hence 
O&&w)< 1. WI 
Thus g satisfies (lOa), (lob). To show that g is a safe solution we need 
(1Oc). 
We now estimate the follower’s acceleration for t > 0. For 0 < t < TV, 
x,(t, w) = 0 from (5b). For t > r,(w) we differentiate (18a), 
zo-i, 5 (e” - 1) df - r~(wh WI 
’ = h,, - h,,, = - L 1 + (ep1 - 1) g(t - 5,(w), w) 
+ v d (t) 
’ O ’ 2 > r,(w), 
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or 
a,@, w) = 1, 
(epf - 1) &t - rl(w), w) 
1 + (eM1 - 1) g(t - r,(w), w)’ 
t > z,(w). (354 
We consider (35a) for ,u,, 0 <or <c(.,, and w EE,,. We estimate (35a) in 
view of (34a) and (33a) to obtain 
/x,(2, w)l < 1, /(err’ - I)/ D2e-nl(wf’, t > 7,(w), Wb) 
for w E E,, and 0 < ,u, < ,u~. Therefore g is a safe solution in the sense of 
(10a) - (10~). 
Hence, for a given pl, 0 < p, < 1, 0 < 8 < 1, the equation 
S(Oe-‘h,*,,/A,) = p, 
defines a unique value h$, such that for all values h,,, > fi,*o, Eqs. (5a), (5b), 
and (6a) are satisfied with probability at least p,, by a safe solution g(t, w) 
for all or, 0 <,u~<P~=,@. 
4. SAFE SOLUTION OF A PROBLEM: A LEADER AND Two FOLLOWERS 
We now extend the result of Theorem 1 to asystem of a leader and two 
followers. As mentioned in the Introduction, by this method we can extend 
the result of Theorem 1 to a leader and n followers. 
We first establish the behavior of V, (the normalized velocity of the first 
follower) when the leader and the first follower satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose that v,(t) satisfies Hl-H6. We consider the set E,, 
and the values ,ul such that 0 < ,a, <PT. Then 
0 < V,(s(w), w) < He-a2(w)s(w), s(w) > 0, W-4 
-H2e-~2(wfs(w) < pi,(s(w), w) < -H, e-a2(w)s(w)&s(w), w), WI 
where a2 satisfies 
0 < a2 < kIr 
z2 is the root of smallest modulus of (15~) and 
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Proof: From the assumptions of the lemma there exists a safe solution to 
the integral equation (17b); we denote this solution by g,, . From Theorem 1, 
g,, satisfies (26a), (26b). 
We note that by definitions (9), (10) o,(t, w) = (-&,(t, w)/v,) + v,(t), 
t > r*(w). The function v,(t, w) is positive from (26b) and assumption H4. 
Moreover, from (26b) and (22), 
0 < v,(t, w) < (Q/VI) e-a*(w)r + Ne-a*(w)r, t 2 r,(W), 
or 
0 < v,(t, w) < Heca2(w)(r-s1(w)), 
and (36a) follows. 
Using (2), (9), and (10) one gets 
Again from (26b) and (34b) 
s(w) > 0, 
and from (33~) 
D3e-a2(w)s(w)cj(s(w), w) 
max[h[Ot, hFOl] ’ 
= -HI e-~2cw)scw’~(s(w), w), s(w) a 0, 
and (36b) follows. 
Now we turn to the safe solution of the system of equations (2). 
THEOREM 2. Assume that HI-H6 are satisfied. Let p1,p2, 0 < pl, 
p2 < 1,O ( 0 < 1 be given. Let h$, , hs2 be defined by 
H8. 9(Be-‘h&/I,) = p,, 
9(Be- ‘h&/&) = p2 
and let h,, > h$,, h,,* > h$. Then there exists positive p?, ,uz such that for 
all ,uj, 0 < ,uj < ,a; (j = 1,2), there exists a sqfe solution of (17a)-(17b) with 
probability at least p, , pz, respectively. 
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Discussion. Assumptions HI-H4 concern only v,(t), the velocity of the 
leader, and H5 concerns the accelaration of the leader. Condition H7 defines 
a relation between the given probabilities pl, p2 and the initial distances 
between the leader and the first follower and between the first follower and 
the second follower, respectively. The result states that for suffkiently small 
PT, p; (that is, for sufftciently small changes in the velocities of the leader 
and the first follower), we obtain a safe solution for a leader and two 
followers in the sense of (lOa), (lob), (10~). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Consider the set E,, and the value of p, such that 
0 < ,u, <,uT. Then from Lemma 5, V,@(w), W) satisfies (36a), (36b). Now we 
consider Lemma 2 for r = r2, v = I+. Then 
v2z2(w) = 
h%(W) iu2 
h 112 (1 - e-9 
(as in 23). (37) 
From (36) we see that C, defined in (16b) depends on ,D, as in Theorem 1 
and that there exists ~~(0) such that E,, = {w: J.2r2(w)/hI12 <6eC’}, 
0 < 19 < 1, is contained in C2ti2) for all 0 < c(~ <,u,(B). Consequently for 
w E E,, and 0 < ,u2 <,u~(@, k, satisfies (15b), (15d). 
Assuming 0 < ,u2 < ~~(0) and w E E,, and using (17a), (Isa) to define a 
scheme of successive approximations, 
G&(w), w) = 0, s(w) > 0, (384 
Gn + ,(s(w), w) = F,(G&(w)v ~11, s(w) > 52(w), n 2 0, Wb) 
G,+ ,6(w), w) = %(G,h(w), w), &(W, WI), s(w) > z2(w), n > 0. (38~) 
Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1 and using (15b), (15d) and 
Lemmas 4 and 5,. G, satisfies 
1 G,(s(w), w)l Q Dl e-a2(w)s(w), s(w) > ~z(W), (39) 
as in (27b), w E E,, and 0 < ,u2 <,u~(@. Here a2 satisfies 
0 < a2(w) < lz12L 
where z12 is the root of smallest modulus of (14) for 
K(w) = and 0 < c12 -G P2W. 
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Again using Lemma 5, Lemma 2 and Lemma 4 for k = k,, v = v2, 5 = rz 
and 01~ we also obtain 
as in (28). 
JG,(s(w), w)l < B2e-u2(w)s(w), s(w) 2 fZ(W), F-9 
From Lemma 5, (36a), (36b) and (I9a) we have 
-a2(w)u~(a, w) k&(w) -u, w) da 
< -d3e-“““‘S’W’q”,(s(w), w), (41) 
where 
c&@(w), w) = {“w’ eo2(w)ok2(ur w) &s(w) - u) do 
0 
(see (29)). 
That Gn+, satisfies (39) follows as before (Theorem 1) if 0 < c(~ < 
,iiz <,L+(@. To show that G,,+, satisfies (40), (41) we use Lemmas 2, 4, 5. 
From the integral equation (lOa) we obtain 
1 d,, I(s(w), w)l < v2H2fi2e~-a2(w)s(w) + v,L(n,) d, 
*I 
S(W) e-a#9(sw-r2(w)) k,@(w) - u, w) du 
T?(W) 
f (v2H21);j2 + t&u,) iJ2ti2) e-n2(w)s(w). (42) 
Here i$?z is bounded for &s(w), w) = J:(W) ea2(w)ok2(u, w) do (as we obtained 
M, in Lemma 4), d, is the bound for G, by induction assumption. Hence 
there exists & such that for all 0 < c(* < & < ~~(0) and for a, > v,H,fi2, 
IQ,+ ,(s(w), w)l < b2e-a2(w)s’w) (see 33a)). (43) 
In a manner similar to that in (33b) we obtain that 
G, + , (s(w), w) ,< -D2 e-a2’w’“‘“‘cj2(s(w), w) 
+ v2~@,) d, jrcw) e-a2(w)(s(w)-T2(W)) . k,(s(w) - 0, W) &I 
T2(W) 
< (-v2H, + v,U&) &A?,) e-a2(w)s(w)82(s(W), w). 
Since L(0) = 0 there exists fib < min& ,&) such that for all y, , 0 < c(~ <@,, 
-d 2 e-al(w)s(w) < Gn+ *(s(w), w) < -63e-“z’W’“‘w’~2(s(w), . (44) 
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The conclusion of our theorem follows as in Theorem 1. That is, there 
exists a safe solution G@(w), w) or g,,(t, w) to the integral equation (17a) for 
t > ri(w) + TV. We consider the initial condition (12b) and obtain as in 
the proof of Theorem 1 that for all t > ri(w) or s(w) > 0 there exists a safe 
solution in the sense of (lOa)-(1Oc). 
Hence for a given pz, 0 < pz < 1, 0 < 8 < 1 the equation 
S(8eC’h*,&) =p2 defines a unique value hj% such that for h,,* > h& Eqs. 
(1 ?‘a), (12b) are satisfied with probability at least p2 by a safe solution G or 
g,, for 0 Ch2<,G =&. 
Remark. From Theorem 2 and Lemma 5 we see that to guarantee a safe 
solution of probability p of a leader and two followers we need p, > p, 
p2 > p such that p = p, . p2 (this is a sufficient condition) while from 
Lemma 5 we see that the follower’s change of velocity should be smaller 
than that of the leader. The conclusion from this result for a leader and n 
followers is that to guarantee that an accident will not occur the distance of 
the headway between the cars should be greater and the change of velocity of 
the followers should be smaller. 
5. THE RELATION BETWEEN THE SAFE SOLUTION OF STOCHASTIC TYPE 
AND SAFE SOLUTION OF THE AVERAGE MODEL 
Now we compare the average model to the stochastic model for very 
“small” randomness of the reaction times of the followers. We consider an 
average model, i.e., we let Eg(w) = fj (j = 1, 2). The nonlinear delay 
differential equations for the average model take the form 
i,(t) = A, 
I 
&(t - z;) - f,(t - fJ 
I x& - F,) -X,(2 - f-,) ’ t > t,, 
i2(f) = 1, 
I 
i& - iz) - f,(t - z;) 
I 
(45) 
R,(f - f,) - R,(l - f,) ’ 
t > Fl + t;. 
In terms of the headway functions 
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From Lemma 1 one can show that if there exist limit of &r(t), h;*(f) as 
t+ co then 
IfmJt &r(t) = hPl, lfmit 6&t) = h,,*. (47) + 
Similarly we define a “safe” solution of the average model such that 
(lOa)-(1Oc) are satisfied for &r(t) and g,(t), &2(t). As in Theorems 1 and 2 
we can prove the existence of a “safe” solution for the average model. 
The normalized headway functions for the average model are 
&),(t> - h,,, 
g,,(t)= h -h 
k,,(t) - hFL2 
9 
lo’ PO’ &?12 = h1,2 - hF,2 
which satisfy 




+ Vl o ~~o,(~-f,-~‘)- pu;’ log[ 1 + (e”’ - 1) gol(t - F, - t’)} 
x E,(t’)dt’ -J’,&(t)), t > f,, (484 
t?, 2(f) = I;,(5 + t;) + v2 
I 





G2k - r;) 
cz 
-ilog[l +(e’*- l)G,,(o-f2)[ 
x k;(f- o) da = F,(i?,,(f)), s> f12. (48b) 
Here Ej(t) is a solution of Eqs. (14a), (14b) for the average rj(W), i.e., 5 
(j= 1, 2) and S= I -B,(w), c,,(S) = g12(f + f,), r,(u) = C,(u + c,). We 
have also the initial conditions (see (12a), (12b)) 
8,lW = 1 + x0(0 - x,(O) - u, t hp - h,a, ’ 
E12W = 1 + 
x,(t) - X,(t;) - u, - (t - r,> 
hp - h,l2 ’ 
r;<t<z;. W’b) 
For the relation between the stochastic model and the average model we 
have the following theorem: 
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THEOREM 3. Assume that Hl-H5 and H7 are satisfied, and 
Var(t,(w)) + 0, Var(r,(w)) -+ 0. Then 
J%,(&& WI - &lw>* + 03 (504 
&2(&2(tT w> - &*w)* + 0 (5Ob) 
for all t > 0 and all ~j, 0 < ,aj < pf (j = 1,2). 
ProoJ: One can follow the proof appearing in [6]. 
Remark. In this theorem we see that very “small” randomness in 
reaction time does not alter our conclusion. In other words we can use a 
deterministic model and obtain a safe solution in the deterministic model in 
the case of very small randomness in reaction times. 
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